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9:30-10:00 CET
Conference Opening

10:00-11:00 CET
A Multiple Perspective Approach to History: The Case of Mathematical
Programming. Interplay Between Production of Mathematics and the Historical

Conditions of Its Production
Tinne Hoff Kjeldsen (Copenhagen)

Invited Talk

11:00-11:30 CET
Coffee Break

11:30-13:00 CET
Parallel Sessions

Session A

German Idealism Against Using
Axiomatic in Ethics, Politics, Sociology
by Hobbes, Spinoza, Comte
Mohammadreza Shahidipak (Tehran)

What Does It Mean to Divide?
Martin Muffato (Paris VI)

Session B

Axiomatics in Treatise on Measurement
and Calculation and Its Translation to
Latin
Michael Friedman (HU Berlin)

Euclid and His London-Based
Victorian Rivals
Rosie Lev-Halutz (Tel Aviv)

13:00-15:00 CET
Lunch Break

15:00-16:30 CET
Parallel Sessions

Session A

Axioms and Postulates as Speech Acts
João Vitor Schmidt (Campinas)

Session B

History of the Domination Problem and
the Connection to Incidence Geometries
Jonas Häring (Hamburg)
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Session A (cont.)

Generalized Theory of Measures. An
Attempt to Unite Contrasting
Notions of Sizes
Anusha Bhattacharya (Chennai
Mathematical Institute)

Proof-Theoretic Pluralism. Co-
Determination on Two Levels
Sophie Nagler (Oxford, Munich)

Session B (cont.)

Axiomatics in Elementa Geometriae by
William Sanders
Meredith Houlton (St Andrews)

16:30-17:00 CET
Coffee Break

17:00-19:00 CET
Parallel Sessions

Session A

Using Wilson’s ‘Semantic Detoxification’
to Reconsider Conceptual Change
Through Axiomatic Theory Change
Mahmoud Jalloh (Southern California)

Liar Paradoxes and Dialetheism
Pablo Rivas-Robledo (La Sabana)

Mathematical Thought Experiments
C.P. Hertogh (Chongqing, Brussels)

Bergson’s Mathematical Indiscretion.
Russell’s Critics on Bergson
Dóra Dergez-Rippl (Pecs)

Session B

From Axiomatic Logic to Gentzen’s
Natural Deduction
Julien Ouellette-Michaud (McGill)

Postulates, Demonstration and Exactness
Jonathan Ettel (Stanford)

What is Elementary Syllogistic? An
Axiomatic Reconstruction of Aristotle’s
Theory of Syllogism
José David García Cruz (UC, Santiago de,
Chile)

Newton’s Third Axiom (Law) and
Its Two Proofs
Adwait Parker (Stanford)



Friday, 27/11/2020
All talks take place on Zoom. Links will be provided to all participants via e-mail.
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9:30-11:00 CET
Parallel Sessions

Session A

Aristotle’s Categorical Syllogistics
Studied by Proof Theoretic Methods.
Normalization and Decidability Results,
Reductions and Linearization Algorithm
Eerik Tapio Norvio (Helsinki)

Axioms in Aristotle’s Non-Axiomatic
Syllogistic
Christopher Izgin (HU Berlin)

Aristotle’s and Husserl’s Philosophy
of Numbers
Jack Robert Edmunds-Coopey (Durham)

Session B

Investigating the Nature of Aesthetics
in Mathematics
Tuya Sa (Loughborough)

Mary Somerville’s ‘On the Theory of
Differences’. A Case Study of
Researching an Unpublished Book
Brigitte Stenhouse (The Open University)

Edmund Taylor Whittaker’s
Mathematical Research: Should It Be
Better Known?
Alison Maidment (The Open University)

11:00-11:30 CET
Coffee Break

11:30-13:00 CET
Thematic Group Sessions

13:00-15:00 CET
Lunch Break

15:00-16:30 CET
Parallel Sessions

Session A

Purifying Applied and Applying Pure
Mathematics. Wittgenstein and the
Axiomatic View on Pure Mathematics
José Antonio Pérez-Escobar (ETH
Zurich) and Deniz Sarikaya (Hamburg)

Session B

The Congres International de
Recreationes Mathematiques 1935/37
Tiago Hirth (ULisbon)
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Session A (cont.)

Indispensability of Empirical
Information in Philosophy. Contrasting
Philosophy of Mind/Science and Ethics
with Philosophy of Mathematics
Deborah Kant (Konstanz), José Antonio
Pérez-Escobar (ETH Zürich), and Deniz
Sarikaya (Hamburg)

TheMethod of Aristotle’s Biology
Clemens Wetcholowsky (Pittsburgh)

Session B (cont.)

The Dilemma of Case Studies in Philosophy
of Mathematics
Henning Heller (Vienna)

16:30-17:00 CET
Coffee Break

17:00-18:00 CET
Gödel, Tarski, and the Lure of Natural Language

Juliette Kennedy (Helsinki)
Invited Talk

19:00 CET
Mathematical Game Session



Saturday, 28/11/2020
All talks take place on Zoom. Links will be provided to all participants via e-mail.
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9:30-11:00 CET
Parallel Sessions

Session A

A Contextual Version of ZFC
Carlos E. Freites

Shortcomings of Free Set Theory in
Determining the Metaphysical
Foundations of the Empty Set
Maria Beatrice Buonaguidi (King’s
College London)

Axiomatics, Open-Endedness, and the
Justification of New Axioms
for Set Theory
Marcel Ertel (Tübingen)

Session B

Interpreting Book VI of
Euclid’s Elements
Anna Petiurenko (Krakow)

The Transformation of Euclidean
Geometry in Early Modern European
Practical Geometry
Angela Axworthy (Max Planck Institute
for the History of Science)

11:00-11:30 CET
Coffee Break

11:30-13:00 CET
Parallel Sessions

Session A

Mathematical Structuralism and
Explanation Through Definitions
Hazhir Roshangar (Masaryk University)

Category Theory and Philosophy. On the
Way to a New Axiomatic Method
Alexander Svirid (Minsk)

Hermann Weyl’s Unorthodox
Axiomatic View
Flavio Baracco (Institut Wiener Kreis,
Vienna)

Session B

The Frege-Hilbert Controversy in the
Context of 19th Century Mathematics
Tabea Rohr (IHPST, Paris)

Hankel’s Formalism and Frege’s Logicism
Richard Lawrence (Tübingen)
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13:00-15:00 CET
Lunch Break

14:00 CET
Virtual Berlin Tour for

Historians of Mathematics and Philosophy

15:00-16:00 CET
Axioms in Mathematical Practice

Dirk Schlimm (McGill)
Invited Talk

16:00-17:30 CET
Discussion on the future of the Novembertagung

The 31st Novembertagung on the History and Philosophy of Mathematics is organised by Paul
Hasselkuß (Universität Düsseldorf), Tiago Hirth (Ciências ULisboa), Deborah Kant
(Universität Konstanz), Deniz Sarikaya (Universität Hamburg), Tobias Schütz
(Universität Mainz), Anna Kiel Steensen (ETH Zurich), and BenjaminWilck (Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin).

We wish to thank the Research Training Group Philosophy, Science and the Sciences of
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin for hosting the event. Many thanks also to our sponsors:
the Chair for Logic and Philosophy of Language of the Department of Philosophy of
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, the GDR 3398 “Histoire des mathématiques”, the German
Society for Philosophy of Science (GWP), the International Commission on the History of
Mathematics (ICHM), the British Society for the History of Mathematics (BSHM), the Ludus
association, and the Schimank-Foundation.

More information can be found on our website: novembertagung.wordpress.com.



Invited
Talks

Überschrift
Unterüberschrift

Curabitur libero ligula, faucibus at, mollis ornare, mattis et, libero.

Aliquam pulvinar congue pede. Fusce condimentum turpis vel dolor. Ut blandit. Sed
elementum justo quis sem. Sed eu orci eu ante iaculis accumsan. Sed suscipit dolor quis
mi. Curabitur ultrices nonummy lacus. Morbi ipsum ipsum, adipiscing eget, tincidunt
vitae, pharetra at, tellus. Nulla gravida, arcu eget dictum eleifend, velit ligula suscipit
nibh, sagittis imperdiet metus nunc non pede. Aenean congue pede in nisi tristique
interdum. Sed commodo, ipsum ac dignissim ullamcorper, odio nulla venenatis nisi, in
porta dolor neque venenatis lacus. Pellentesque fermentum. Mauris sit amet ligula ut
tellus gravida mattis. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Vestibulum semper enim non eros. Sed vitae arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. Praesent odio
nisl, suscipit at, rhoncus sit amet, porttitor sit amet, leo. Aenean hendrerit est. Etiam ac
augue. Morbi tincidunt neque ut lacus. Duis vulputate cursus orci. Mauris justo lorem,
scelerisque sit amet, placerat sed, condimentum in, leo. Donec urna est, semper quis,
auctor eget, ultrices in, purus. Etiam rutrum. Aliquam blandit dui a libero. Praesent
tortor tortor, bibendum vehicula, accumsan sed, adipiscing a, pede. Nullam et tortor.
Suspendisse tempor leo quis nunc fringilla volutpat. Donec rutrum ullamcorper lorem.
Nunc tincidunt sagittis augue. Quisque lacinia. Phasellus sollicitudin.

Mauris purus. Donec est nunc, ornare non, aliquet non, tempus vel, dolor. Integer sapien
nibh, egestas ut, cursus sit amet, faucibus a, sapien. Vestibulum purus purus, elementum
ac, luctus ullamcorper, ornare vitae, massa. Nullam posuere sem ut mauris. Nullam velit.
Quisque sodales. Donec suscipit suscipit erat. Nam blandit. Praesent congue lorem non
dolor. Maecenas vitae erat. Ut ac purus vel purus dapibus gravida.

Nullam lorem sapien, tempus ac, fringilla at, elementum sed, purus. Duis molestie pede.
Vivamus quis odio sit amet libero sodales tincidunt. Nam sit amet metus vitae lectus
ullamcorper dignissim. Suspendisse leo. Praesent turpis justo, aliquet ac, accumsan vel,
posuere quis, pede. Morbi pretium lacus. Cras non metus. Donec laoreet sem at elit. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Vivamus iaculis dolor id felis. Phasellus cursus nulla non odio. Nulla a lectus sed nisi
luctus pretium. Sed egestas rutrum odio. Nunc ornare arcu. Quisque at augue ac magna
sollicitudin sodales. Donec nulla justo, adipiscing sit amet, feugiat ac, facilisis euismod,
risus.

Pellentesque tincidunt, dolor eu dignissim mollis, justo sapien iaculis pede, vel tincidunt
lacus nisl sit amet metus. Fusce ac est vitae purus varius tristique. Phasellus mattis ornare
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Gödel, Tarski, and the Lure
of Natural Language
Juliette Kennedy (Helsinki)

Where do we stand vis a vis the search for a global foundation of mathematics? After
reviewing a number of views on this we outline our own view, characterised by a use of
logics that is localised and opportunistic rather than foundational.
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AMultiple Perspective Approach to
History: The Case of Mathematical
Programming. Interplay Between
Production of Mathematics and the
Historical Conditions of Its Production
Tinne Hoff Kjeldsen (Copenhagen)

We will introduce a ‘multiple perspective’ approach to history of mathematics in order to
shed light on the interplay between the production of mathematics and the historical
conditions of its production. Both conditions internally to mathematics as well as
externally given conditions will be taken into account.The approach will be illustrated by
the emergence of mathematical programming – an episode from the history of
mathematics from the 20th century.



Axioms in Mathematical Practice
Dirk Schlimm (McGill)

On the basis of a wide range of historical examples various features of axioms are
discussed in relation to their use in mathematical prac- tice. A very general framework for
this discussion is provided, and it is argued that axioms can play many roles in
mathematics and that view- ing them as self-evident truths does not do justice to the ways
in which mathematicians employ axioms. Possible origins of axioms and criteria for
choosing axioms are also examined. The distinctions introduced aim at clarifying
discussions in philosophy of mathematics and contributing towards a more refined view
of mathematical practice.

11



Contributed
Talks

Überschrift
Unterüberschrift

Curabitur libero ligula, faucibus at, mollis ornare, mattis et, libero.

Aliquam pulvinar congue pede. Fusce condimentum turpis vel dolor. Ut blandit. Sed
elementum justo quis sem. Sed eu orci eu ante iaculis accumsan. Sed suscipit dolor quis
mi. Curabitur ultrices nonummy lacus. Morbi ipsum ipsum, adipiscing eget, tincidunt
vitae, pharetra at, tellus. Nulla gravida, arcu eget dictum eleifend, velit ligula suscipit
nibh, sagittis imperdiet metus nunc non pede. Aenean congue pede in nisi tristique
interdum. Sed commodo, ipsum ac dignissim ullamcorper, odio nulla venenatis nisi, in
porta dolor neque venenatis lacus. Pellentesque fermentum. Mauris sit amet ligula ut
tellus gravida mattis. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Vestibulum semper enim non eros. Sed vitae arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. Praesent odio
nisl, suscipit at, rhoncus sit amet, porttitor sit amet, leo. Aenean hendrerit est. Etiam ac
augue. Morbi tincidunt neque ut lacus. Duis vulputate cursus orci. Mauris justo lorem,
scelerisque sit amet, placerat sed, condimentum in, leo. Donec urna est, semper quis,
auctor eget, ultrices in, purus. Etiam rutrum. Aliquam blandit dui a libero. Praesent
tortor tortor, bibendum vehicula, accumsan sed, adipiscing a, pede. Nullam et tortor.
Suspendisse tempor leo quis nunc fringilla volutpat. Donec rutrum ullamcorper lorem.
Nunc tincidunt sagittis augue. Quisque lacinia. Phasellus sollicitudin.

Mauris purus. Donec est nunc, ornare non, aliquet non, tempus vel, dolor. Integer sapien
nibh, egestas ut, cursus sit amet, faucibus a, sapien. Vestibulum purus purus, elementum
ac, luctus ullamcorper, ornare vitae, massa. Nullam posuere sem ut mauris. Nullam velit.
Quisque sodales. Donec suscipit suscipit erat. Nam blandit. Praesent congue lorem non
dolor. Maecenas vitae erat. Ut ac purus vel purus dapibus gravida.

Nullam lorem sapien, tempus ac, fringilla at, elementum sed, purus. Duis molestie pede.
Vivamus quis odio sit amet libero sodales tincidunt. Nam sit amet metus vitae lectus
ullamcorper dignissim. Suspendisse leo. Praesent turpis justo, aliquet ac, accumsan vel,
posuere quis, pede. Morbi pretium lacus. Cras non metus. Donec laoreet sem at elit. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Vivamus iaculis dolor id felis. Phasellus cursus nulla non odio. Nulla a lectus sed nisi
luctus pretium. Sed egestas rutrum odio. Nunc ornare arcu. Quisque at augue ac magna
sollicitudin sodales. Donec nulla justo, adipiscing sit amet, feugiat ac, facilisis euismod,
risus.

Pellentesque tincidunt, dolor eu dignissim mollis, justo sapien iaculis pede, vel tincidunt
lacus nisl sit amet metus. Fusce ac est vitae purus varius tristique. Phasellus mattis ornare
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The Transformation of Euclidean
Geometry in Early Modern European
Practical Geometry
Angela Axworthy (Max Planck Institute for the History of Science)

This paper will deal with the adoption, adaptation and transformation of Euclidean
geometrical principles and propositions in sixteenth-century European treatises of
practical geometry. Early modern practical geometry, originating mainly in medieval
Latin treatises on the art of measuring, drew a part of its content from Euclid’s Elements,
but dealt also with concrete applications of geometry, such as surveying, barrel-gauging,
stone-cutting, masonry, instrument-making, providing also a more hands-on teaching of
geometrical principles and propositions. It offered thereby a teaching and a
representation of geometry that sensibly differed from those set forth in Euclid’s Elements,
which was then taken to represent, by opposition, the canon of theoretical geometry,
despite its possessing practical aspects of its own. The strong development and wide
diffusion of practical geometry in print and in vernacular languages from the sixteenth
century contributed to make it available to a diverse array of potential readers, from
learned craftsmen to humanists and government elite, as well as university masters and
students, who would look to practical geometry treatises not only as a source of
knowledge on the various applications of geometry, but also as a means to obtain a better
and more straightforward understanding of geometry, and of Euclidean geometry in
particular. Toward the end of the sixteenth century and throughout the early modern
period, practical geometry therefore started to rival Euclid’s Elements in the function of
textbook for the teaching of elementary geometry. In turn, more and more editions of
Euclid’s Elements adopted features drawn from practical geometry, both tendencies
showing the progressive convergence between theoretical and practical geometry at that
time.This talk will show in what way and to which extent the sixteenth-century European
practical geometry tradition contributed to the reshaping and transmission of Euclidean
geometry in the early modern era, considering in particular which principles and
propositions of Euclid’s Elements were typically taken up and how these were adapted in
this context.
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Hermann Weyl’s Unorthodox
Axiomatic View
Flavio Baracco (Institut Wiener Kreis - University of Vienna)

Hermann Weyl (1855-1955) was a towering figure in the 20th century mathematics and
physics and he made fundamental contributions in several fields of research, both in pure
mathematics and theoretical physics. His major scientific work was carried out in the
light of his peculiar philosophical view making him a very unique figure among
mathematicians and physicists of his time. His own axiomatic view reflects this very
distinctive philosophically-informed mathematical research. In axiomatic formalism, he
claims, consciousness makes the attempt to overcome the domain of intuitive knowledge
and then to represent the transcendent. The axiomatic view turns out to be the method
of a purified realism that renounce the mystical error of expecting the transcendent ever
to fall within the lighted circle of intuition, but instead representing the transcendent
world as a symbolic construction. This talk aims to shed some light on this perspective.
Firstly, I will clarify Weyl’s conception of objectivity and how it is related with the
fundamental notion of invariance under transformations. Secondly, I will explain a
fundamental distinction that characterizes Weyl’s view on objectivity, i.e. invariance
under transformations expressed in coordinates and invariance under transformations
that are independent from the choice of coordinates. This latter is related to Weyl’s claim
that axiomatic formalism fulfills the demand of an “absolute objectivity” free from
anything in need of intuitive exhibition. Finally, I will sketch a brief overview on the
philosophical framework underlying Weyl’s axiomatic view. The talk then aims to show
an unorthodox axiomatic view that endorsed the arising of axiomatic view in
mathematics at the beginning of the 20th century without becoming a perspective that –
rejecting the idea that axioms has to be chosen on an intuitive basis – renounces to any
sort of “absolute foundation” of mathematics.



Generalized Theory of Measures - an
Attempt to Unite Contrasting
Notions of Sizes
Anusha Bhattacharya (Chennai Mathematical Institute)

We introduce the theory of “generalized measures” and take a look at how this axiomatic
theory can unite three historically important advances of mathematics, namely the
Cantorian and Euclidean notions of size and the theory of probabilities. The axiomatic
theory of measure helps us unite Euclidean sizes and probability. So our effort was
develop a generalized axiomatic theory of measures to accommodate the Cantorian
notion of size too. With the existing theory of measures, one can capture various notions
of sizes which may seems contrasting to those who are unaware of this theory. For
example, the number of books in a bookshelf and the length of a racetrack can be
expressed using counting measure and Lebesgue measure respectively. Apart from this,
measure theory can be used to express ‘certainty’ by defining the Dirac measure which
determines whether an element belongs to a set or not. Now numbers are a precursor to
Cantor’s notion of size (cardinality) and certainty is a precursor of probability.The theory
of generalized measures binds Cantorian and Euclidean notions of sizes as well as
probability theory into a single concept by generalizing finite sum of cardinals to
countable sum and by modifying the measure axioms to extend the counting measure for
including Cantorian notion of size. Lastly, we will emphasize on the far reaching
consequences of measure theory (and hence, that of generalized measure theory) like the
Poincaré recurrence theorem, which can be used to study the random movements like
that of pollen grains in a waterbody and the crucial role played by measure theory in
various decision-making and optimization strategies, thus showing the significance of
generalized measures in binding three historically significant developments of
mathematics and its ability to study several natural and artificial phenomena.
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Überschrift
Unterüberschrift

Curabitur libero ligula, faucibus at, mollis ornare, mattis et, libero.

Aliquam pulvinar congue pede. Fusce condimentum turpis vel dolor. Ut blandit. Sed
elementum justo quis sem. Sed eu orci eu ante iaculis accumsan. Sed suscipit dolor quis
mi. Curabitur ultrices nonummy lacus. Morbi ipsum ipsum, adipiscing eget, tincidunt
vitae, pharetra at, tellus. Nulla gravida, arcu eget dictum eleifend, velit ligula suscipit
nibh, sagittis imperdiet metus nunc non pede. Aenean congue pede in nisi tristique
interdum. Sed commodo, ipsum ac dignissim ullamcorper, odio nulla venenatis nisi, in
porta dolor neque venenatis lacus. Pellentesque fermentum. Mauris sit amet ligula ut
tellus gravida mattis. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Vestibulum semper enim non eros. Sed vitae arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. Praesent odio
nisl, suscipit at, rhoncus sit amet, porttitor sit amet, leo. Aenean hendrerit est. Etiam ac
augue. Morbi tincidunt neque ut lacus. Duis vulputate cursus orci. Mauris justo lorem,
scelerisque sit amet, placerat sed, condimentum in, leo. Donec urna est, semper quis,
auctor eget, ultrices in, purus. Etiam rutrum. Aliquam blandit dui a libero. Praesent
tortor tortor, bibendum vehicula, accumsan sed, adipiscing a, pede. Nullam et tortor.
Suspendisse tempor leo quis nunc fringilla volutpat. Donec rutrum ullamcorper lorem.
Nunc tincidunt sagittis augue. Quisque lacinia. Phasellus sollicitudin.

Mauris purus. Donec est nunc, ornare non, aliquet non, tempus vel, dolor. Integer sapien
nibh, egestas ut, cursus sit amet, faucibus a, sapien. Vestibulum purus purus, elementum
ac, luctus ullamcorper, ornare vitae, massa. Nullam posuere sem ut mauris. Nullam velit.
Quisque sodales. Donec suscipit suscipit erat. Nam blandit. Praesent congue lorem non
dolor. Maecenas vitae erat. Ut ac purus vel purus dapibus gravida.

Nullam lorem sapien, tempus ac, fringilla at, elementum sed, purus. Duis molestie pede.
Vivamus quis odio sit amet libero sodales tincidunt. Nam sit amet metus vitae lectus
ullamcorper dignissim. Suspendisse leo. Praesent turpis justo, aliquet ac, accumsan vel,
posuere quis, pede. Morbi pretium lacus. Cras non metus. Donec laoreet sem at elit. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Vivamus iaculis dolor id felis. Phasellus cursus nulla non odio. Nulla a lectus sed nisi
luctus pretium. Sed egestas rutrum odio. Nunc ornare arcu. Quisque at augue ac magna
sollicitudin sodales. Donec nulla justo, adipiscing sit amet, feugiat ac, facilisis euismod,
risus.

Pellentesque tincidunt, dolor eu dignissim mollis, justo sapien iaculis pede, vel tincidunt
lacus nisl sit amet metus. Fusce ac est vitae purus varius tristique. Phasellus mattis ornare
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Shortcomings of Free Set Theory in
Determining the Metaphysical
Foundations of the Empty Set
Maria Beatrice Buonaguidi (King's College London)

Free Set Theory (FST) proves the result that there can be a set with no members or with
non-existent members. Hereby, it justifies the axiomatic postulation of the empty set in
Zermelo Fraenkel set theory from a metaphysical point of view, in line with the aim of
free logic, which is to provide a formulation for non-existent or non-denoting objects. I
note that the definition of the existential predicate E! provided by FST in the above
mentioned proof needs revision, and that a metaphysical treatment of the empty set must
hinge on a contradictory, or dialethic, notion of Nothing, as its “non-existent” member.
The main axiomatic modifications I propose to the FST treatment of the ontological
status of the empty set are two. The first one is to treat the existential predicate E! as a
primitive, and not to define it in terms of identity, to capture in a more subtle way the
metaphysical difference between “existence” and “being”, to be able to quantify over non-
existent objects and to create existentially mixed domains. The second and more crucial
modification I suggest is to consider Nothing, the member of the empty set, as dialethic,
and not as merely non-existent – as was traditionally done at least since Parmenides. This
different interpretation is based, on one side, on the definition of the empty set as the set
containing all non-self-identical objects, which contains an intrinsic paradoxicality, and,
on the other hand, on the illuminating view, proposed by Severino, that Nothing, in
having a contradictory nature, poses a foundation for Being. At the same time, if we
considered the “membership structure” of the empty set as contradictory, or non-well-
founded, if we may, we could give an ontological foundation for the unrestricted
existential assumptions given by set theory axiomatically. My aim is, then, to provide
suitable modifications of the axioms based on a metaphysical interpretation of concepts
such as Nothing and existence, hoping that this could constitute an insight on the nature
of set theory and that it may serve as an alternative solutions to paradoxes.
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Bergson’s Mathematical Indiscretion –
Russell’s Critics on Bergson
Dóra Dergez-Rippl (University of Pecs)

It is well known among philosophers that Bergson’s intuitive philosophy is built up
against the methodology of natural sciences, especially evolutionism and especially it’s
way describing change in inherited traits of populations through successive generations.
Bergson’s notion of irrationality is based upon the idea that our life is actually free from
causality. Many of his notions serve this theory: intuition, duration, creative evolution,
space but first of all the notion of time. Bergson presupposes a subjective time which is
the opposite of mathematician’s measurable time. He has got many critical remarks for it
then and now. One of these is Bertrand Russell’s critics. Russell has directly claimed that
Bergson does not know what is a number at all and this is the reason why he had thought
that we cannot imagine a number without it’s concrete case so we must picture it
somehow. Russell makes a case of his critics in three steps in his famous lecture in 1913
which is based upon the thought that in Bergson’s opinion logic arises from space and that
Bergson’s notion of past imply mathematical time. He also sais that all of Bergson’s
mathematical mistakes arises from the erroneous interpretation of modern mathematical
views. One of Bergson’s disciple gave a sharp response to Russell. In my lecture I try to
reconstruct this debate. Beside this I argue that on the one hand according to Bergson’s
complex philosophy there is a philosophical way of avoid the measurability of time, on the
other hand this is a simple misunderstanding of Bergson’s philosophy for he only tries to
give a philosophical background of the phenomenon of motion.
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Überschrift
Unterüberschrift

Curabitur libero ligula, faucibus at, mollis ornare, mattis et, libero.

Aliquam pulvinar congue pede. Fusce condimentum turpis vel dolor. Ut blandit. Sed
elementum justo quis sem. Sed eu orci eu ante iaculis accumsan. Sed suscipit dolor quis
mi. Curabitur ultrices nonummy lacus. Morbi ipsum ipsum, adipiscing eget, tincidunt
vitae, pharetra at, tellus. Nulla gravida, arcu eget dictum eleifend, velit ligula suscipit
nibh, sagittis imperdiet metus nunc non pede. Aenean congue pede in nisi tristique
interdum. Sed commodo, ipsum ac dignissim ullamcorper, odio nulla venenatis nisi, in
porta dolor neque venenatis lacus. Pellentesque fermentum. Mauris sit amet ligula ut
tellus gravida mattis. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Vestibulum semper enim non eros. Sed vitae arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. Praesent odio
nisl, suscipit at, rhoncus sit amet, porttitor sit amet, leo. Aenean hendrerit est. Etiam ac
augue. Morbi tincidunt neque ut lacus. Duis vulputate cursus orci. Mauris justo lorem,
scelerisque sit amet, placerat sed, condimentum in, leo. Donec urna est, semper quis,
auctor eget, ultrices in, purus. Etiam rutrum. Aliquam blandit dui a libero. Praesent
tortor tortor, bibendum vehicula, accumsan sed, adipiscing a, pede. Nullam et tortor.
Suspendisse tempor leo quis nunc fringilla volutpat. Donec rutrum ullamcorper lorem.
Nunc tincidunt sagittis augue. Quisque lacinia. Phasellus sollicitudin.

Mauris purus. Donec est nunc, ornare non, aliquet non, tempus vel, dolor. Integer sapien
nibh, egestas ut, cursus sit amet, faucibus a, sapien. Vestibulum purus purus, elementum
ac, luctus ullamcorper, ornare vitae, massa. Nullam posuere sem ut mauris. Nullam velit.
Quisque sodales. Donec suscipit suscipit erat. Nam blandit. Praesent congue lorem non
dolor. Maecenas vitae erat. Ut ac purus vel purus dapibus gravida.

Nullam lorem sapien, tempus ac, fringilla at, elementum sed, purus. Duis molestie pede.
Vivamus quis odio sit amet libero sodales tincidunt. Nam sit amet metus vitae lectus
ullamcorper dignissim. Suspendisse leo. Praesent turpis justo, aliquet ac, accumsan vel,
posuere quis, pede. Morbi pretium lacus. Cras non metus. Donec laoreet sem at elit. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Vivamus iaculis dolor id felis. Phasellus cursus nulla non odio. Nulla a lectus sed nisi
luctus pretium. Sed egestas rutrum odio. Nunc ornare arcu. Quisque at augue ac magna
sollicitudin sodales. Donec nulla justo, adipiscing sit amet, feugiat ac, facilisis euismod,
risus.

Pellentesque tincidunt, dolor eu dignissim mollis, justo sapien iaculis pede, vel tincidunt
lacus nisl sit amet metus. Fusce ac est vitae purus varius tristique. Phasellus mattis ornare



Aristotle’s and Husserl's
Philosophy of Numbers
Jack Robert Edmunds-Coopey (Durham, Philosophy and International Relations Department)

Aristotle's concept of matter (hyle) and its relation to an object's essence (eidos) are taken
up by Husserl in his works on Phenomenology concerning his notions of phantasy, image
consciousness and memory (1898-1925). His reduction of matter to perceptual appearance
or 'phantasy appearance' is a re-understanding of objects in temporal apprehension, but
to what extent can Husserl's understanding of Aristotle's posit of matter help us in
furthering our own understanding of Aristotle's original work? Does Husserl's work in his
Analyses Concerning Passive and Active Synthesis, Lectures on Transcendental Logic
(1859-1938) improve on, or obscure the 'hylomorphism' which Aristotle propounds in
understanding that matter and form are mind-independent facts of our reality and world,
but nevertheless construct our concept of it? Husserl in his Basic Problems of
Phenomenology outlines the 'relation of spirit or mind to body- thing or matter', and in
conjunction with Aristotle's Physics trying to understand the notion of change in the
appearance of things, is Husserl's work building upon the phenomenon outlined in the
concept of substance that makes things the way they are despite 'generation' and
'destruction'? In the flow of consciousness which Husserl proposes, the terms actuality
and potentiality in relation to matter and its supposed existence in objects are removed,
how then should we understand Aristotle's matter? In this paper I propose a close reading
of Husserl's three texts aforementioned in relation to the concept of matter in Husserl's
work, to then perform a parallel reading to Aristotle's Physics and Metaphysics in order
to not only see Husserl's mistakes in re-conceiving the matter/form distinction, but as a
re-casting to further bringing out the implications of Aristotle's work. The object of this
paper is to then re-conceive of Aristotle's matter in Husserl's context of phantasy, and
whether objects in Aristotle's conception can be understood within a Husserlian
framework of change, appearence and time-consciousness. Therefore, in respect to this
temporal analysis of the object in Aristotle and Husserl, space is also a problem set up by
their analyses concerning perceptual matter, objects and their respective changes through
time and space. Through this paper, I wish to demonstrate that it is only through a re-
understanding of Husserl can we then explicate what Aristotle's concept of matter
actually means in its own context of metaphysics. I believe that through the conceptual
notion of phantasy, wherein the matter perceived is real to the perceiver but not 'real' as
such when classified next to a pure sensible matter or 'stuff' of our senses, is a definitive
way into unlocking Aristotle's conception of matter by locating what matter is in a
differing form to which he conceived of it. The central dichotomy in matter which in my
view Husserl deals with is matter and change, and how objects do change according to
their perceptual appearances, and yet keep this 'form' or 'essence' despite their
destructions in movements and time- consciousness in perceptual appearances. In this
paper, it shall be seen that the 'matter' at hand in Aristotle's concept whilst being a
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signification of the sensible, physical stuff of our perceptions, the most concrete
definitions of existence, remains all the more elusive as time progresses, and Husserl in
elucidating its abstract nature, gains closer to its being at hand, the nature of matter, or
the stuff which we perceive.
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Axiomatics, Open-Endedness, and the
Justification of New Axioms for Set Theory
Marcel Ertel (Eberhard Karls-Universität Tübingen)

As preparatory groundwork for the question of what (if anything) could constitute a
satisfactory solution of Cantor’s continuum hypothesis (CH) and other undecided
sentences of higher set theory, we discuss W. W. Tait’s “realist” account of the “axiomatic
conception” in light of the essential open-endedness of mathematics. Our aims are to
assess (1) Tait’s argument that the determinacy of CH implies an untenable form of
“superrealism”; (2) his mathematically sophisticated and philosophically profound
analysis of set theoretic ‘reflection principles’ (roughly: ‘if S, then there exists an ordinal
b such that S with quantifiers relativized to the sets of rank less than b’); (3) his argument
that new axioms are justifiable only on ‘intrinsically necessary’ grounds (based on a
conceptual analysis of the notion of set), not on ‘extrinsic’ grounds like fruitfulness and
systematic unity; and (4) his claim that intrinsic grounds are exhausted by the reflection
principles.

Tait holds that mathematical concepts are only well-defined once the primitive concepts,
definitions, and axioms are specified. For “concrete” theories (arithmetic, set theory)
providing the methodic frame for the rest of mathematics, the demands of meaning,
objectivity, truth, and existence are said to be fully met by a suitable axiomatization: no
more than a coherent account of the relations between the basic objects is needed. This
conception is destabilized by the essential open-endedness of mathematics, of which the
incompleteness theorems are merely a symptom: their “true ground” lies in the possibility,
indeed conceptual necessity to “continue the formation of ever higher types into the
transfinite” (Gödel). That mathematics transcends every axiomatization is a necessary
implication of its content, in particular, of the indefinitely extensible concept of
transfinite number, leading, not to one stable axiomatic frame definitively fixing this
content, but to an open-ended sequence of ever stronger systems, with potential
‘bifurcations’ and a complex dialectical interplay of formal axiomatics and contentual
conceptions.

We conclude by arguing, against the naturalist, that mathematically well-informed
philosophy must play a substantial role in future developments of mathematics: that of
explaining what it means to be a solution of a problem that is independent of currently
accepted principles.



Postulates, Demonstration and Exactness
Jonathan Ettel (Stanford)

The dramatic transformation of the exact sciences and of natural philosophy during the
seventeenth century would not have been possible without the revival of research in the
mathematical disciplines in the latter half of the sixteenth century. This flowering of new
mathematical work was in turn made possible by the availability of Latin editions of
classical Greek mathematical works. The encroachment of astronomy, geometrical optics
and mechanics on the traditional territory of natural philosophy engendered
philosophical controversy whose impact is reflected in the form and content of early
modern editions of Euclid. I focus on two examples which are of some historical
importance.

First among these is the adoption of a kinematic or mechanical understanding of
geometrical postulates, resulting in the reclassification of the fourth and fifth postulates
as axioms. The reclassification was initially introduced by Simon Grynaeus, editor of the
first printed Greek edition of Euclid (1533). It followed a suggestion of Proclus, whose
commentary on the first book of the Elements Grynaeus included as an appendix to his
edition. It was subsequently adopted in the widely-used Latin editions of Clavius (1574)
and Barrow (1655). The kinematical conception of postulate was a vector in the
transmission of some neo-Platonic ideas about mathematicals, and its influence is
reflected outside the axiomatic tradition in the work of Descartes and Newton.

Second, there is the question of the status of mathematical proof as demonstration
according to the account of demonstrative science in Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics. This
question was pressed initially as part of a reaction to Niccolò Tartaglia’s revival of the
axiomatic-deductive Scientia de Ponderibus and his commentary on the pseudo-
Aristotelian Mechanica. Tartaglia had claimed that the certainty of mathematical
demonstration ensured that mathematical proofs concerning the balance could overturn
natural philosophical reasoning based on sense experience. Alessandro Piccolomini
replied to Tartaglia in a commentary appended to his Latin paraphrase of the Mechanica.
His arguments were repeated and amplified in a debate within the Collegio Romano
between Clavius and the theologian Benito Pereyra. The result is reflected in the
prolegomena to Clavius’ Euclid, which reject the authority of logic and propound a neo-
Platonic account of the subject matter of mathematics.
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A Contextual Version of ZFC
Carlos E. Freites

We present a computational version of the ZFC set theory, where context plays one
primary role. The standard way to present set theory is by formulating the predicate logic
with equality that will be its framework. Then fix the predicate ∈ and the axioms that
govern it.

This procedure assumes that one can talk about predicate logic in a totally independent
way of set theory. That is true until you start to use model theory to talk about semantic.
For instance, to fix the universe of discourse as a set and build models. The usual
justification for this is that set theory is used as meta language. However, this fact gives
an intuitive possibility that predicate logic and set theory may have a stronger
relationship.

We developed an Interactive Theorem proving (ITP) based in our set theory where the
idea of context, as is used in undergraduate textbooks, is formalized. In doing so, we
realize that the notion of context we have developed is related but more general than
quantification. In our set theory, bounded quantifier is the main form of quantification,
and it cannot be reduced to the standard one. In general, the bounded quantifier
definitions:

∃ x ∈ t (ϕ) ⇔ ∃ x (x ∈ t ∧ ϕ)
∀ x ∈ t (ϕ) ⇔ ∀ x (x ∈ t → ϕ)

cannot be used. This fact means that predicate logic and set theory cannot be separated;
in our version of ZFC, they are one entity.

In our theory, all formulas must be closed. And to make it a sentence, it must be
associated with a context.

Our approach has some other singularities that make it unique and may have some
philosophical and foundational influence. Our theory has a working computer
implementation. And, despite all those particularities, it seems to us that our theory is
closer to the mathematical natural language used in textbooks than standard
formalizations.

We are looking for guidance or cooperation to investigate the extent of the mentioned
influence of our theory.
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Axiomatics in “Treatise on Measurement
and Calculation” and Its Translation to
Latin
Michael Friedman (Humboldt University, Berlin)

Abraham bar Ḥiyya ha-Nasi (ca. 1065-1145), also known as Abraham Savasorda, is well
known due to his manuscript in Hebrew Ḥibbur ha-Meshiḥah ve-ha-Tishboret (“Treatise
on Measurement and Calculation”), written between 1116 and 1145, which was translated
in 1145 into Latin by Plato of Tivoli (probably with the help of bar Ḥiyya), naming it as
Liber embadorum a Savasordo in hebraico compositus.

Indeed, bar Ḥiyya, born in Barcelona, is now well acknowledged as the one of the first
Jewish mathematicians enabling the transmission of Arabic mathematics to the Jews in
Spain and France. He is also the one who named for the first time many of the geometrical
terms in Hebrew, most of them still used till today. Moreover, via the translation of Plato
of Tivoli this knowledge was transmitted to the Christian Latin West during the second
half of the 12th century. The question that stands in the center of my talk concerns the
role of axiomatic presentation in bar Ḥiyya’s treatise, as well as in the translation to Latin.
While the manuscript of bar Ḥiyya does not contain any explicit presentation of a list of
axioms, the translation into Latin contains a list of postulates and general assumptions;
one assumption “Omnis vero res suis collectis partibus aequalis est” does not appear at
that time at the latin-arabic versions of Euclid’s Elements of that time. Taking this into
account, the question arises, what was the role of the axioms in both manuscripts? Can
one suggest that the first was more practical, the other more theoretical?



What is Elementary Syllogistic? An
Axiomatic Reconstruction of Aristotle’s
Theory of Syllogism
José David García Cruz (Pontifical Catholic University of Chile)

Inspired by the elementary geometry system proposed by Tarski in (Taski, 1958) and
(Givant & Tarski, 1999), and following the standard formalization of syllogistic presented
in (Alvarez & Correia, 2012) and (Correia, 2017), in this talk, we will present an
elementary syllogistic system, which will be characterized from a first-order language
capable of speaking about terms, propositions, and syllogistic sequences. The novelty of
our approach lies in proposing a theory that serves as a mechanism of representation and
reasoning about syllogisms, rather than a syllogistic theory that serves as a means of
reasoning about the world. In that sense, elementary syllogistic is the theory with which
we reason about syllogisms. Each expression in this system expresses a property of terms,
propositions, and syllogisms, and relations between these three types of objects.

Specifically, the language -in addition to having the usual quantifiers and connectives- has
syllogistic sequences variables (σ, ρ, τ,…), proposition variables (φ, ψ, ω,…), term
variables (x, y, z, ...). Besides, the properties “being negative” (N) and “being particular”
(P) are defined, and the relations “being subject” (S), “being taken universally” (U), and
“being conclusion” (C) are defined too.

The proposed system has the following seven axioms:

∀σ∀φ∀x¬Cφσ∧Nφ∧¬Sxφ⊃Uxφ
∀σ∀φ∀x¬Cφσ∧¬Nφ∧¬Sxφ⊃¬Uxφ
∀σ∀ω∃φ∃ψ¬Cφσ∧Pφ¬Cψσ∧Pψ⊃¬Cωσ
∀σ∀ω∃φ∃ψ¬Cφσ∧Pφ¬Cψσ∧Pψ⊃(Cωσ⊃Pω)
∀σ∀x∃φ¬Cφσ∧(Sxφ∨¬Sxφ)∧Uxφ⊃(Cωσ⊃Uxω)
∀σ∀x∃φ¬Cφσ∧Sxφ∨¬Sxφ∧¬Uxφ⊃(Cωσ⊃¬Uxω)
∀σ∀ω∃φ∃ψ∃xCωσ∧¬Sxω∨¬Sxω⊃(¬Cφσ∧¬Cψσ∧(Uxφ≡¬Uxψ))

The talk plan is as follows. The first part comprises a brief sketch of the main elements of
Aristotle's syllogistic. Consequently, the language, semantics, and axiomatization will be
presented. Finally, the third part comprises the main results and prospects, among which
are outlines of completeness, decision and representation problems, a mention of other
deductive approaches, and examples.
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History of the Domination Problem and
the Connection to Incidence Geometries
Jonas Häring (University of Hamburg)

Although the mathematical study of the domination problem in graphs experienced a
great upswing in 1960, it has its historical origin already in the 19th century. Since 1988,
the bibliography on this subject comprises more than 300 papers. The main reason for the
rapid growth of this topic is the variety of applications in the real world. Furthermore the
domination problem is NP-complete and shows a close connection to other mathematical
coverage problems. The incidence geometry and the domination in graphs are nowadays
comprehensively researched subareas of geometry and graph theory. Surprisingly, there
are still no attempts to link these two subareas.

Given a linear space, there are several ways to construct a simple graph. Precicely, from a
collection of points and lines in an incidence geometry, we can form a graph with one
vertex per point, one vertex per line, and an edge for every incidence between a point and
a line. The resulting bipartite graph is also called levi graph. We consider these levi graphs
in the context of the domination problem. The domination number of a graph is the size
of a smallest set of vertices (minimum dominating set) such that every vertex of the graph
is adjacent to a vertex in that set. We examine the structure of dominating sets in levi
graphs constructed by incidence geometries as affine and projective planes.



The Dilemma of Case Studies in
Philosophy of Mathematics
Henning Heller (University Of Vienna)

Historical case studies are an important and much-used tool not only in philosophy of
science, but also in philosophy of mathematics. In the history and philosophy of science
(HPS), reflection on the prospects and limits of case studies for philosophical claims
recently witnessed a somewhat practical turn. For example, Kinzel (2015) on the one hand
adheres to the confrontation model, according to which philosophical theories shall be
tested against historical “data”, akin to the relationship between theory and observation
in the sciences themselves. On the other hand, she urges philosophers of science doing so
to take serious problems arising from selection bias and theory confirmation when pursuing
their case studies. This combination ensures that historical case studies have some
philosophical value, while at the same time guiding us (philosophers) away from an
uncritical anything-goes attitude.

A similar approach towards the relationship between philosophy and history can also be
witnessed in recent philosophy of mathematics, especially in the strand of philosophy of
mathematical practice (PMP). At least in self-proclamation, PMP differs from mainstream
philosophy of mathematics by the virtue of philosophical modesty as well as a more
critical assessment of historical records. In this presentation, I want to illustrate to what
extent Kinzel’s (and others’) findings in HPS can be applied to the debate of
methodological structuralism, which is the PMP-version of structuralism.

If time permits, I also want to point out a principle worry when applying results from
HPS to philosophy of mathematics: While an empirically verifiable (or, for the Popperian:
falsifiable) philosophy of science can be motivated by the empirical character of the
natural sciences themselves, the same does not hold for the non-empirical science of
mathematics. (A scientific naturalism is of course available as a philosophy of
mathematics, but only at the price of giving up the autonomy of philosophy of
mathematics, and perhaps, of mathematics itself.) I don’t know if this worry poses a real
problem, and if so, how it can be solved; and I would be happy to discuss these issues with
you!
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Mathematical Thought Experiments
C.P. Hertogh (Yulin Normal University (GX, CN), VUB Brussels (BE, EU))

In this paper an Extended Argument View is proposed as provisional result of research
into semantics of thought experiments--as partly after Imre Lakatos's Informal Proof
account of Test and Proof TE—wherein a basic Supposal TE is validated by
exemplification of contextual and theoretical axioms, theorems and principles unto a
broad or extended argument whereby a formula--possibly initially identified as
enthymeme--is satisfied by (an) accessible possible world(s) as mediated by Supposal TE
discovered after naive and informed heuristic guessing.

Themethod is applied to two examples from arithmetics, algebra and geometry, Leonhard
Euler's 0.999... equals 1 proof and a simplified version of Archimedes's proof of the area of
a sphere.

Besides, we show how conundrum of square circle considered logically, perceptually and
physically contradictory or impossible, can be resolved as a TE after Archimedes's
'squaring the circle,' improved by modern days' dynamic diagrams.



The Congres International de Recreationes
Mathematiques 1935 / 37
Tiago Hirth (ULisbon)

Driven by a popular journal "Le Sphinx" Maurice Kraitchik gathered a diverse group of
people in 1935 Brussels. Two years later he managed to do the same thing in Paris. Who
were these people and what were their contributions, not only to the conference, but to
mathematics? This talk will offer a insight into the History of Mathematics in between
World Wars as well as share some relevant mathematical problems for study or
entertainment.
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Axiomatics in Elementa Geometriae
by William Sanders
Meredith Houlton (University of St Andrews)

William Sanders was appointed to the Chair of Philosophy at the University of St
Andrews in 1672. He was then appointed to the position of Regius Chair of Mathematics
in 1674, succeeding the prominent mathematician James Gregory. In 1686 Sanders
published "Elementa Geometriae," which provides a historical case study for the
development of axiomatics after Greek antiquity.

"Elementa Geometriae" has never been studied in depth before nor translated. The Early
Modern mathematics book is written in Latin and is comprised of two parts. The first
part is devoted to geometry and the second part to logarithms and trigonometry. This
research aims to gain insights into the nature of mathematical education and texts in
Scotland in the late 17th century and to focus on Sanders’ use of an axiomatic system.

"Elementa Geometriae" follows an axiomatic approach similar to that of the many
versions of Euclidean texts. The text is a pedagogically efficient handbook on geometry,
logarithms, and trigonometry, with material gathered from various sources. It featured
concepts attributed to several mathematicians in addition to Euclid. The referenced
mathematicians were explicitly mentioned, indicated by abbreviations, and
typographically presented next to the corresponding material. Concepts from
mathematicians of the 17th century and antiquity were interspersed throughout the
Euclidean material. This research investigates how the referencing system in the text
contributed to the development of Sanders’ axiomatic system. With the axiomatics of
versions of Euclid described by De Risi as a foundation, this research assesses ways in
which Sanders attempted to rigorize, systematize, and improve Euclid’s work by
incorporating additional references and bringing more recent mathematical work into
the axiomatic system.¹



Axioms in Aristotle’s
Non-Axiomatic Syllogistic
Christopher Izgin (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

In modern times, it has become common to conceive of logical systems as axiomatic
systems: they posit a language and a grammar, a number of axioms, and rules to derive
theorems out of the axioms. Aristotle’s syllogistic logic, by contrast, is not axiomatic
because one cannot deduce theorems out of any axioms. Instead, the syllogistic is
considered to be a natural deduction system whose inputs are propositions and the
outputs different propositions obtained via rule-based inferences. Hence, in case
Aristotle’s syllogistic indeed involves any axioms, they play a different role than axioms
in modern axiomatic systems.

To date, it appears that interpreters of Aristotle’s syllogistic are not sure whether this
logical system involves any axioms at all—and, if it does, which ones. In this paper, I want
to argue that Aristotle’s syllogistic indeed involves at least two axioms, namely the
principle of non-contradiction (PNC) and the principle of excluded middle (PEM). PNC
says it is impossible that both members of a contradictory pair be true simultaneously
(cf., e.g.,Metaphysics Γ.6, 1011b20–1), and PEM says it is necessary that at least one member
of a contradictory pair be true (cf., e.g., Metaphysics Γ.7, 1011b24). Aristotle calls these
axioms ‘principles of proof’ (cf. Metaphysics B.2, 996b26–997a15) or ‘syllogistic principles’
(cf. Posterior Analytics I.2, 72a14–7, Metaphysics Γ.3, 1005b7). Hence, we may ask the
following questions: where are these two axioms located within Aristotle’s non-axiomatic
syllogistic, and which function(s) do they fulfill?

I would like to propose and discuss the following answer: PNC and PEM, taken together,
supply the semantic basis of Aristotle’s two-valued syllogistic in that they define the law
of contradiction. This law says that two contradictory propositions have different truth
values, i.e., if one proposition is true, its contradictory is false, and vice versa. Among
other things, the law of contradiction warrants the functionality of the rule of reductio
ad impossibile. Hence, Aristotelian axioms are no tautologies as in modern axiomatic
systems but rather ingredients of the semantic framework of the syllogistic.
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Using Wilson’s “Semantic Detoxification”
to Reconsider Conceptual Change
Through Axiomatic Theory Change
Mahmoud Jalloh (University of Southern California)

In recent work, Mark Wilson, has attempted to undermine what he calls “Theory T
syndrome”, a malaise which has mislead work in the philosophy of science by propagating
a false picture of how science works. In particular, this pathology generates a picture of
science as a series of axiomatic theories, what has been called the “syntactic” view of
theories (although model-theoretic approaches do not escape the essential issue). Such a
picture has its source in Hilbertian holism about theoretical terms, whose conceptual
significance is determined wholly by their role in the relevant science’s axioms. This has
lead some, like Kuhn, to hold that theory change essentially involves conceptual change,
e.g. the relativistic revolution changed our concept of mass, with the prior and posterior
concepts being “incommensurable”. On the other hand, Wilson proposes that the
conceptual content of scientific terms is not solely determined by their role in some grand
theory, but rather their interfacing with the empirical world via our practices. So then,
the process of theory change involves not incommensurability, but “semantic
detoxification” which shows how the former usages of some scientific terms have their
proper place in some contexts, although in others they lead us astray. I will reestablish this
process of semantic detoxification in an axiomatic context, showing how conceptual
change can be coded in changes in the axioms. This goes some way to rigorizing and
vindicating the structural realist defense against the pessimistic metainduction that
something is preserved across theory change as well as showing that Nagelian style
negation can account for “novel” concepts in the target theory. While this is to fall foul of
Wilson’s anti-”theory” proclamations and his focus on specific historical episodes, the
generality of such a recasting of his process of semantic detoxification shows how this
characterization of so-called conceptual change can have benefits for thinking about
classic problems in the philosophy of science as well as the popular problems regarding
“conceptual engineering”.
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Überschrift
Unterüberschrift

Curabitur libero ligula, faucibus at, mollis ornare, mattis et, libero.

Aliquam pulvinar congue pede. Fusce condimentum turpis vel dolor. Ut blandit. Sed
elementum justo quis sem. Sed eu orci eu ante iaculis accumsan. Sed suscipit dolor quis
mi. Curabitur ultrices nonummy lacus. Morbi ipsum ipsum, adipiscing eget, tincidunt
vitae, pharetra at, tellus. Nulla gravida, arcu eget dictum eleifend, velit ligula suscipit
nibh, sagittis imperdiet metus nunc non pede. Aenean congue pede in nisi tristique
interdum. Sed commodo, ipsum ac dignissim ullamcorper, odio nulla venenatis nisi, in
porta dolor neque venenatis lacus. Pellentesque fermentum. Mauris sit amet ligula ut
tellus gravida mattis. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Vestibulum semper enim non eros. Sed vitae arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. Praesent odio
nisl, suscipit at, rhoncus sit amet, porttitor sit amet, leo. Aenean hendrerit est. Etiam ac
augue. Morbi tincidunt neque ut lacus. Duis vulputate cursus orci. Mauris justo lorem,
scelerisque sit amet, placerat sed, condimentum in, leo. Donec urna est, semper quis,
auctor eget, ultrices in, purus. Etiam rutrum. Aliquam blandit dui a libero. Praesent
tortor tortor, bibendum vehicula, accumsan sed, adipiscing a, pede. Nullam et tortor.
Suspendisse tempor leo quis nunc fringilla volutpat. Donec rutrum ullamcorper lorem.
Nunc tincidunt sagittis augue. Quisque lacinia. Phasellus sollicitudin.

Mauris purus. Donec est nunc, ornare non, aliquet non, tempus vel, dolor. Integer sapien
nibh, egestas ut, cursus sit amet, faucibus a, sapien. Vestibulum purus purus, elementum
ac, luctus ullamcorper, ornare vitae, massa. Nullam posuere sem ut mauris. Nullam velit.
Quisque sodales. Donec suscipit suscipit erat. Nam blandit. Praesent congue lorem non
dolor. Maecenas vitae erat. Ut ac purus vel purus dapibus gravida.

Nullam lorem sapien, tempus ac, fringilla at, elementum sed, purus. Duis molestie pede.
Vivamus quis odio sit amet libero sodales tincidunt. Nam sit amet metus vitae lectus
ullamcorper dignissim. Suspendisse leo. Praesent turpis justo, aliquet ac, accumsan vel,
posuere quis, pede. Morbi pretium lacus. Cras non metus. Donec laoreet sem at elit. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Vivamus iaculis dolor id felis. Phasellus cursus nulla non odio. Nulla a lectus sed nisi
luctus pretium. Sed egestas rutrum odio. Nunc ornare arcu. Quisque at augue ac magna
sollicitudin sodales. Donec nulla justo, adipiscing sit amet, feugiat ac, facilisis euismod,
risus.

Pellentesque tincidunt, dolor eu dignissim mollis, justo sapien iaculis pede, vel tincidunt
lacus nisl sit amet metus. Fusce ac est vitae purus varius tristique. Phasellus mattis ornare
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Überschrift
Unterüberschrift

Curabitur libero ligula, faucibus at, mollis ornare, mattis et, libero.

Aliquam pulvinar congue pede. Fusce condimentum turpis vel dolor. Ut blandit. Sed
elementum justo quis sem. Sed eu orci eu ante iaculis accumsan. Sed suscipit dolor quis
mi. Curabitur ultrices nonummy lacus. Morbi ipsum ipsum, adipiscing eget, tincidunt
vitae, pharetra at, tellus. Nulla gravida, arcu eget dictum eleifend, velit ligula suscipit
nibh, sagittis imperdiet metus nunc non pede. Aenean congue pede in nisi tristique
interdum. Sed commodo, ipsum ac dignissim ullamcorper, odio nulla venenatis nisi, in
porta dolor neque venenatis lacus. Pellentesque fermentum. Mauris sit amet ligula ut
tellus gravida mattis. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Vestibulum semper enim non eros. Sed vitae arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. Praesent odio
nisl, suscipit at, rhoncus sit amet, porttitor sit amet, leo. Aenean hendrerit est. Etiam ac
augue. Morbi tincidunt neque ut lacus. Duis vulputate cursus orci. Mauris justo lorem,
scelerisque sit amet, placerat sed, condimentum in, leo. Donec urna est, semper quis,
auctor eget, ultrices in, purus. Etiam rutrum. Aliquam blandit dui a libero. Praesent
tortor tortor, bibendum vehicula, accumsan sed, adipiscing a, pede. Nullam et tortor.
Suspendisse tempor leo quis nunc fringilla volutpat. Donec rutrum ullamcorper lorem.
Nunc tincidunt sagittis augue. Quisque lacinia. Phasellus sollicitudin.

Mauris purus. Donec est nunc, ornare non, aliquet non, tempus vel, dolor. Integer sapien
nibh, egestas ut, cursus sit amet, faucibus a, sapien. Vestibulum purus purus, elementum
ac, luctus ullamcorper, ornare vitae, massa. Nullam posuere sem ut mauris. Nullam velit.
Quisque sodales. Donec suscipit suscipit erat. Nam blandit. Praesent congue lorem non
dolor. Maecenas vitae erat. Ut ac purus vel purus dapibus gravida.

Nullam lorem sapien, tempus ac, fringilla at, elementum sed, purus. Duis molestie pede.
Vivamus quis odio sit amet libero sodales tincidunt. Nam sit amet metus vitae lectus
ullamcorper dignissim. Suspendisse leo. Praesent turpis justo, aliquet ac, accumsan vel,
posuere quis, pede. Morbi pretium lacus. Cras non metus. Donec laoreet sem at elit. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Vivamus iaculis dolor id felis. Phasellus cursus nulla non odio. Nulla a lectus sed nisi
luctus pretium. Sed egestas rutrum odio. Nunc ornare arcu. Quisque at augue ac magna
sollicitudin sodales. Donec nulla justo, adipiscing sit amet, feugiat ac, facilisis euismod,
risus.

Pellentesque tincidunt, dolor eu dignissim mollis, justo sapien iaculis pede, vel tincidunt
lacus nisl sit amet metus. Fusce ac est vitae purus varius tristique. Phasellus mattis ornare

Indispensability of Empirical Information
in Philosophy: Contrasting Philosophy of
Mind/Science and Ethics with Philosophy
of Mathematics
Deborah Kant (Konstanz), José Antonio Pérez-Escobar (ETH Zürich),
and Deniz Sarikaya (University of Hamburg)

In recent times, there seems to be a bigger contrast between two kinds of philosophy:
Armchair vs. empirically informed philosophy. In this paper, we want to look at different
possibilities of how empirical work or results can affect philosophy.

In this work, we analyze different modalities on how empirical information can influence
philosophical work. We evoke the classical dichotomy between “armchair” philosophy
and empirical/experimental philosophy. We claim that the latter can in turn be
subdivided in three distinct styles depending on how empirical information is used: 1) It
sheds light on philosophical issues, 2) it provides information about people’s intuitions,
endeavours and practices (e.g. scientific practices) for philosophical analysis, and 3) it
provides both the former information and ontological content for philosophical analysis
with minimal ontological framing. We present several examples from philosophy of
mind/science and ethics on one side and a case study on philosophy of mathematics
mainly in the context of large cardinals on the other.

We contrast this with other classifications of kinds of empirical work, mainly the well-
known approach by Prinz (2008), which was further developed by Loewe (2016).

We claim that empirically informed philosophy of mathematics is fundamentally
different in that it is ontologically minimal. For this reason, we argue that empirical
information is not only important but indispensable in this field.
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Hankel's Formalism and Frege's Logicism
Richard Lawrence (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen)

My talk concerns Frege’s relationship to formalism in the Foundations of Arithmetic. There,
following a critical discussion of formalism, Frege makes the surprising claim that his own
foundational view “might be called formalist”, though it is “completely different” from
other formalist views (§ 105, n. 1). In what sense did Frege see his view as “formalist”, and
how close were the ties were between Frege’s logicism and the formalism of his day?

In the Foundations, Frege’s main formalist interlocutor is Hermann Hankel, who sets out
his formalism in his 1867 Vorlesungen über die complexen Zahlen und ihre Functionen. This
text has unfortunately not been discussed much by Frege scholars, but it clearly
influenced Frege: Frege cites Hankel more than any other contemporary author, and
when Frege criticizes formalism in §§ 92–99, it is Hankel’s view that he takes as
representative and discusses in detail.

Hankel’s text reveals several important similarities between Hankel’s foundational
program and Frege’s. Like Frege, Hankel aims to put arithmetic on rigorous
epistemological foundations by analyzing its fundamental concepts. Like Frege, Hankel
argues that this requires showing that the truths of arithmetic are deductively provable
from a finite set of axioms, and he provides axioms for several systems of arithmetic.
Finally, and most notably, Hankel shares Frege’s view of what such an axiomatization will
show: it shows that the truths of arithmetic are analytic. Against Kant’s view that
arithmetic is synthetic, Hankel argues that arithmetic is analytic because its axioms have
the status of conceptual definitions, rather than truths that are recognized only on the
basis of intuition.

As I will argue, Frege’s understanding of analytic truths as those which are provable from
logical truths and definitions borrows heavily from Hankel’s understanding of the
analytic-synthetic distinction. The two authors thus share both the goal of showing
arithmetic to be analytic, and the strategy for achieving it, namely, an axiomatization of
arithmetic in which all non-logical axioms are definitions. This helps makes sense of
Frege’s labeling his own view as “formalist”, and shows it to be continuous with the
formalism of his day.



Euclid and His London-Based
Victorian Rivals
Rosie Lev-Halutz (Tel Aviv University)

During the nineteenth century, after almost two millennia of unchallenged authority,
Euclid’s geometry was brought into question. For the first time in history,
mathematicians, physicists, philosophers, and other thinkers considered the possibility
that Euclid’s axioms were not necessarily or universally true, that there exist other
possible geometries (that is, non-Euclidean geometries), and that these geometries might
be the correct representation of the space of our universe. When applied to the space of
our universe, the validity of Euclid’s axioms is subject to experiments and not to an a
priori intuition.

In Victorian Britain, mathematicians were, for the most part, either oblivious to these
latest continental developments in the axioms and foundations of geometry, or fiercely
defended Euclid’s legacy. In this lecture I will introduce a small but audacious group of
British mathematicians that did not conform to this mainstream conservative view of
Euclid’s authority. The group of scientists and mathematicians that led the opposition to
Euclid’s hegemony in Britain in the second half of the nineteenth century was based in
London.

I will discuss alternative mathematical and philosophical ideas on the axioms and
foundations of geometry that were explored by leading members of the London-based
mathematical community. Their re-evaluation of Euclid’s axioms will be treated from
three main aspects:

1. Alternative Euclidean axiomatic systems. Can Euclidean geometry be better
understood and practiced by starting off with a different set of axioms than the one
proposed in the Elements?

2. Alternative non-Euclidean axiomatic systems. What happens when one replaces or
omits Euclid’s axioms or assumptions?

3. Validity of Euclid’s axioms, examined from pure and applied mathematical
perspectives. Are Euclid’s axioms and propositions everywhere and forever true?

The criticism and scrutiny of Euclid’s axioms set forth by the London-based Victorian
mathematicians were part of a wider intellectual movement in Britain. I will end the
lecture with a brief discussion on how these ideas manifest the intriguing mathematical
culture that developed in London during the nineteenth century.
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Edmund Taylor Whittaker's Mathematical
Research: Should It Be Better Known?
Alison Maidment (The Open University)

Over the course of a long and varied career, mathematician and astronomer Edmund
Taylor Whittaker (1873-1956) published some 58 research papers, covering a broad range
of subjects. His papers were published in leading journals and caught the attention of
many prominent mathematicians of the time. In particular, his 1902 solution of Laplace’s
Equation and the general equation of wave-motions not only captured the imagination of
the mathematical community but also the national press and was said to provide a new
unity in potential theory. Whittaker also contributed several papers on relativity and
electromagnetic theory, although these were somewhat blighted by his controversial
views relating to the relativity priority dispute.

Having been made a Fellow of the Royal Society at the age of only 32, in 1954 Whittaker
won the Society’s most coveted award, the Copley Medal, “for his distinguished
contributions to both pure and applied mathematics and to theoretical physics”, yet
today it is rather for his two text books, A Course of Modern Analysis (often referred to
as Whittaker and Watson) and A Treatise on the Analytical Dynamics of Particles and
Rigid Bodies that he is best known, and not for his research. This presentation will look
at some of Whittaker’s most fruitful results, the reception they received and explore why
he is not better known for his body of research.
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What Does It Mean to Divide ?
Martin Muffato (Université Pierre & Marie Curie - Paris VI)

More than a dozen different ways of realising a division have been indexed while
exploring only five French-written arithmetical texts from Seventeenth century. In this
talk, I would like to introduce you to all the questions and problems risen during this
study, diving into calculation and comparison.

Some methods present big differences, while others have only tiny ones. Some have been
named by their author -or sooner, their presenter-, while some have not.

Then, what is the link between how to calculate and the name given or not, according to
the potential differences? In the meantime, what could we conclude from the noted
differences?

More important, what does it mean for "methods of division" to be different or have
differences of execution?

Besides this internal analysis, the whole corpus of practical arithmetics, written in
French, and published during the Seventeenth century is to be fully explored, namely for
the division.

To do so requires to understand what is the main core of what would so be called a
"method", what really matters in each and every of all of them. Thus, two methods
presenting differences could be considered as only one.

A last question we could wonder is how to choose -if we have to- one method or another?
In other words, when talking about a way of doing an operation, what does it mean to be
efficient? Do we have to first look to speed -as a number of simple operations-, or to
simplicity?
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Proof-Theoretic Pluralism: Co-
Determination on Two Levels
Sophie Nagler (New College, University of Oxford, and Munich Center
for Mathematical Philosophy, LMU Munich)

Theories of logical pluralism defend that there is more than one admissible logic. In this
talk, I argue against the two-level logical pluralism in Ferrari and Orlandelli (2019). I
contend that it is incompatible with the co-determination logical pluralism in Dicher
(2016). To accomplish this goal, I first introduce the two theories of logical pluralism from
the perspective of proof-theoretic semantics. Particular attention is given to Belnap’s
notion of harmony. Satisfying harmony serves as an indispensable premiss of any
admissible logic under all views discussed in this talk. I carve out the underlying theories
of inference rules for both, the two-level view and the co-determination approach. By
contrasting these, I argue that the former is incompatible with the latter. Additionally, I
introduce a way of reconciling both views in the form of a refined two-level pluralism.



Aristotle’s Categorical Syllogistics Studied
by Proof Theoretic Methods:
Normalization and Decidability Results,
Reductions and Linearization Algorithm
Eerik Tapio Norvio (Helsinki University, Department of Mathematics and Statistics)

It has been common (e.g. Stephen Cole Kleene, Mathematical Logic) to interpret
Aristotle’s categorical syllogistics as presented in his Prior Analytics in terms of Fregean
predicate logic. However, Jan von Plato and Melissa Antonelli have recently suggested an
alternative notation which is much closer to Aristotle’s original text. According to von
Plato and Antonelli, even though Aristotle’s proofs are written in a natural language, the
perfection proofs in categorical syllogistics are fully formal proofs in the strict sense of
proof theory of today. Furthermore, in his book Great Formal Machinery Works, Jan von
Plato has shown, using inference lines to keep track of deductive dependencies, that
Aristotle’s categorical syllogistics in first figure have a normalization property, implying
that any derivation converts to a form in which the rule of indirect proof is used at most
once, as a last rule. Von Plato also demonstrates the composability of such derivations and
the decidability of provability of a proposition from given finitely many assumptions. It
follows not only that Aristotle’s proofs are incontrovertible, but also that his logical
system works perfectly. Recently, von Plato and Antonelli have confirmed that this is also
the case for deductions in the second and third figure, and for Aristotle’s derivability
results. In this paper, I discuss the reasons that recommend von Plato’s and Antonelli’s
approach. They include the following:

1. Written in the suggested notation, Aristotle’s proofs, particularly the longer ones and
those referencing other proofs, are more readable and easier to follow.

2. In the suggested interpretation, Aristotle’s proofs exemplify mathematical rigor or
formality even if they are presented in a natural language.

3. The suggested notation does not smuggle hypothetical premises into categorical
syllogistics.

4. The suggested notation and the aforementioned proofs do not require set theory,
negation, equations or assertion marks; besides, the proofs are constructive, all of
which make it possible to use Standard ML as a theorem prover in Aristotle’s logic.

As a contemporary mathematician, specialising in homotopy type theory, I am deeply
impressed by the parallels between most recent mathematics, and the logic and
mathematics of the ancient Greeks. In addition to my work on homotopy type theory, I
have gained experience in programming in Standard ML.
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From Axiomatic Logic to
Gentzen's Natural Deduction
Julien Ouellette-Michaud (Mcgill University)

In a recent paper, Jan von Plato (von Plato, 2014) discusses the question: What, besides
Gentzen's genius, are the possible origins of the calculus of natural deduction? Because
Gentzen is not explicit in his thesis (Gentzen, 1934-1935) about why and how he came up
with natural deduction, and because there are few clues in other writings, published or
unpublished, an answer to this question is necessarily bound to remain speculative.
However, von Plato convincingly argues that (the) sources of natural deduction can be
found in the axiomatic tradition, and in particular in work done in the group around
Hilbert and his programme on the foundations of mathematics. According to von Plato,
``at least'' four candidates can be identified as sources of influence on Gentzen: Hilbert
and Ackermann’s axiomatization of logic (Hilbert&Ackermann, 1928), lectures by
Hilbert and Bernays in the 1920's, von Neumann’s conception of axioms (von Neumann,
1927), and Heyting’s formalization of intuitionistic logic (Heyting, 1930). While von Plato
does not think it possible to single out a ``decisive influence'' on Gentzen in the writings
of others, instead seeing confluence at work, he does think that Heyting stands out as a
``clear candidate''.

In this paper, I examine the nature of the influence exerted on Gentzen, i.e. how the
sources cited by von Plato bear on the development of natural deduction. My aim is not
so much to challenge anything that von Plato says, but rather to explore in more detail
and more systematically the influence of these (and other) sources on the development of
natural deduction. In particular, I argue that influences on Gentzen revolve around three
sets of ideas, namely 1) axiomatizations containing multiple primitives and a study of the
role of connectives, 2) a transition from axioms to rules of inference, and 3) the
presentation of derivations in tree form.The paper starts with a discussion of the book by
Hilbert and Ackermann and deals in turn with these three sets of ideas.



Newton's Third Axiom (Law)
and Its Two Proofs
Adwait Parker (Stanford)

Newton forcefully conceived his Principia (1686, 1713, 1726) within the Greek geometric
axiomatic-deductive genre. He calls his Laws of Motion “Axioms”, and claims to have
supplied a mathematical “deduction” of universal gravity from these Axioms. Unlike
many common interpretations of the axiomatic method in the geometric practice of the
17th century, however, Newton seeks to prove his “Axioms” (Laws), which he insists are
“gathered from phenomena and made general by induction”.

Newton’s two ‘proofs’ that the third Axiom (Law) holds for attractions met and continue
to meet intense scrutiny (see Cotes to Newton, Letter LXXX, Feb. 18, 1713 in Edelston
1850; Kant 1786, 4:515; Koyré 1965, 273ff.; Stein 1990; Stein 1991; Densmore 1999, 104-111;
Harper 2002; Harper 2011, 346-55; Harper 2013; Biener and Smeenk 2012; and Smith 2013).

The first proof, in all three editions, gathers and generalizes ballistic pendulum results.
The second, which was only added in the second edition, gives a proof from magnetism.

Despite the attention, scholars have not carefully distinguished the unique prehistories of
the two different proofs Newton gives for this third Axiom (Law).

In particular, many have failed to notice that the second proof was lifted almost verbatim
from the heart of an earlier version of Newton’s “deduction” of universal gravity (“Liber
secundus” of 1685), a version, however, which was NOT conceived forcefully in the
axiomatic-deductive genre. Manuscripts of “Liber secundus” – up until very recently not
discussed in print – show that Newton struggled to articulate this second proof, and
heavily reworked at least five successive versions.

This paper provides a fresh analysis of Newton’s second proof for his third Axiom (Law)
and traces its halting development in 1685. Due to its sensitive placement and puzzling
contents, the proof, properly understood, raises deep questions about Newton’s
axiomatic-deductive method.
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Interpreting Book VI of Euclid’s Elements
Anna Petiurenko (Pedagogical University of Krakow)

Book VI of Euclid’s Elements, through its consists of 33 propositions, develops the ancient
theory of similar figures. We provide an axiomatic account of this book by appling the
area method, as developed in (Chou et al. 1994). We also discuss an interpretation of book
VI started by Hilbert and developed further by Hartshorne.

Our principal goal is to reconstruct, both the thesis (protasis) and the proof (apodeixis)
of each proposition from VI.2 to VI.32. We show that Hilbert-Hartshorne account enables
to recinstruct only Euclid’s theses.

The primitive concepts of the system we adopt are: point, length of directed segment, and
signed area of triangle. They enable to interpret Euclid’s line segments, triangles, and
polygons with no reference to objects such as real numbers, the measure of the area of the
triangle (Hilbert 1902, p. 62) or the area of the figure (Hartshorne 2000, p. 205). The basic
proof technique applied in book VI is the theory of proportion, as developed in book V.
We interpret proportions as fractions, still while transforming propotion we rely only on
propositions of book V.

(Hilbert 1902) introduces proportions line segments, and a concept of the content of
figuree. (Hartshorne 2000) applies these ideas to reconstruct book VI of the Elements.
Equal content is a relation between two figures and it allows to interpret Euclid’s theory
of equal figures. Therefore, when interpreting book VI, Hartshorne can interpret terms
standing for equality of figures proportions of line segments. However, he cannot
interpret neither terms that include: proportions of figures and line segments (e.g. VI.2,
20), nor porportions of figures (e.g. VI.20, 25).

Our axiomatic account enables to reconstruct propositions VI.2 through V.32.
Proposition VI.31 we adopt as an axiom. With regard to proposition V.33, we reveal an
inherent inconsistency of Euclid’s theory of proportion when applied to angles.
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Liar Paradoxes and Dialetheism
Pablo Rivas-Robledo (Universidad de La Sabana - Colombia)

In this paper I argue that Graham Priest’s dialetheism has to accept a distinction between
genuine liar paradoxes to offer a uniform solution to the paradoxes of self-reference.
Dialetheism is the thesis that there dialetheiai or true contradictions, such as the
paradoxes of self-reference. Dialetheists such as Priest argue that dialetheism can offer a
uniform solution to all these paradoxes by taking them as true contradictions. Under
Priest’s dialetheism, one ought to take various formulations of the Liar Paradox as one
and the same paradox. Such formulations include (1) !"(" = #$% & !'(()$*(", ') &¬+('))), a formula of first-order arithmetic, (2) the sentence ‘I am lying’ and (3) the
sentence ‘this sentence is false’. In his assessment, Priest argues that all liar paradoxes are
reduced to a formula of the form of (1).

I compare two features of these formulations: the mechanisms by which self-reference is
achieved and the type of objects the formulations referred to. I hold that there are
differences that make them distinct forms of paradox, for (a) we can notice the
mechanisms for self-reference are different in each case, this matters, inasmuch as with
the mechanism of the first formulation (diagonalization) it is impossible to self-refer in
the same way as one can with the other two: with the first mechanism it’s impossible to
refer to myself (as one can do with ‘I’) or to refer to objects in a way which depends on
the object one wants to refer (as one can with ‘this’); and (b) there are differences to the
type of object referred, that is, while formulation (1) refers to mathematical formulas,
formulation (2) refers to speech acts and formulation (3) refers to sentences in a context.
And so, it is wrong to assume that one expresses the same thing when one states either of
the formulations of the paradox, what Priest defended. Thus, one is forced to accept that
these are not formulations of the same paradox, but different paradoxes.

I conclude by exploring the consequences this has for dialetheism and for the analysis of
Gödel sentences.
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The Frege-Hilbert Controversy in the
Context of 19th Century Mathematics
Tabea Rohr (IHPST, Paris)

In a couple of letters and other writings Frege and Hilbert discuss the nature of
geometrical axioms around 1900. Hilbert introduces a modern notion of axioms whereas
Frege claims that he has a "euclidean" notion of axiom. According to this notion, Frege
explains, an axiom is true. Thus, if the parallel axiom is true, there cannot be an axiom (of
non-euclidean geometry), which contradicts the parrallel axiom. Hence, if euclidean
geometry is a science, non-euclidean geometry is not, but it is, as Frege frames it, rather
comparable to "alchemy". This argument indeed seems extremely old fashioned. In the
talk however I will show, that Frege valued non-euclidean geometry. I will provide proof
that Frege did study non-euclidean geometry and other modern innovations of 19th
century geometry such as projective geometry. I will show that in "Grundlagen der
Arithmetik" Frege even argues for the synthetic character of geometry on the basis of the
existence of the possibility of non-euclidean geometry.

In the light of this result I will try to reevaluate the controversy between Frege and
Hilbert. I will argue that an important difference between these both mathematicians is
their understanding of the relation between geometrical axioms and intuition: Intuition
is the source of knowledge of geometrical axioms. For Hilbert, however axiomatic analysis
is a way to uncover the presuppositions of our spacial intuition. This diagnosis can also
explain their different opinion on independence and consistency proofs.

The Frege-Hilbert Controversy will thereby shown to be less a result of a "modern" vs.
"traditional" understanding of geometry", but a result of a different opinion on a question,
which is quite prominent in 19th century geometry - that of the role of intuition in
geometry in the light of the possibility of alternative geometries.



Mathematical Structuralism and
Explanation Through Definitions
Hazhir Roshangar (Masaryk University)

I argue that the loci of explanation and understanding within mathematics are the very
structures that lay out the mathematical abstracta and their logical relations. This claim
is highlighted against the background of the classic view regarding explanation in
mathematics that distinguishes different layouts of proofs (e.g., neat or aesthetic proofs
vs rigid formal proofs). This view claims that the differentiating property of these two
types of proofs is whether they are explanatory or not. For instance, being explanatory
can signifies that a proof deals with the characterizing property of a theory, instead of
other auxiliary or less significant ones. However, I argue this take of explanation in
mathematics does not have the force and tone that explanation has in natural sciences. So
although we have proofs that are more illuminating, the place that we can look for
explanation within mathematics is the mathematical structure, not one single object or
type of object (e.g., proofs) within the structure. Furthermore, the epistemological access
to mathematical objects is provided progressively, through various stages. The beginning
of this process is the objective world ending in an axiomatic system like the Zermelo-
Fraenkel set theory with the Axiom of Choice. This final stage makes the development of
an implicit mathematical structure as explicit as it is needed. Finally, to account for the
objectivity of an epistemic account of this process, I provide a series of interconnected
arguments. These arguments try to establish themselves from an evolutionary root and
then through a justificatory system that is monitored by the collective interactions of the
professional mathematicians. The totality of these interactions, in turn, allows us to
define and understand more complicated notions such as the progression of infinities
which is done through axiomatization.
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Investigating the Nature of
Aesthetics in Mathematics
Tuya Sa (Loughborough University)

The relationship between aesthetics and mathematics may be traced back to Plato’s
objective idea of mathematical beauty being eternal and absolute. The Pythagoreans are
believed to have sought beautiful numerical and geometrical patterns in understanding
the essence of their surroundings. For them, mathematics share the perfection and the
beauty of the divine. Both of these objective accounts suggest aesthetics in mathematics
is independent from the changes of time and context. Mathematicians such as Hardy and
Erdo ̋s, who hold such an objective account of aesthetics, suggested a fixed aesthetic
criterion and a collection of beautiful proofs that all mathematicians could agree on.
However, empirical researchers such as Inglis and Aberdein, have found a disagreement
among mathematicians’ aesthetic preferences and also rejecting the classical ideal of
beauty as simplicity. These empirical findings reflect a gap between philosophical ideas
and the current practice on the matter of beauty.

My research aims to understand the nature of aesthetics in mathematics, by bridging the
gap between philosophy and empirical research. In this presentation, I will first give an
overview on the key philosophical and empirical accounts of mathematical beauty.
Subsequently, I will critically discuss the problematic factors and questions that I have
found in both accounts. I will then present the findings of a comparative judgement study
that I have conducted to measure mathematicians’ concept of beauty. Since I have found
a relative agreement among mathematicians’ concept of beauty, it contradicts the
aesthetic disagreement that has been found in the previous empirical studies. Hence, I
will provide my hypotheses for such a different finding and my further questions on the
nature of aesthetics. By the end of my presentation, I also want to open up a discussion
with the audiences on the role of empirical research in philosophical investigation.



Purifying Applied and Applying Pure
Mathematics: Wittgenstein and the
Axiomatic View on Pure Mathematics
Deniz Sarikaya (University of Hamburg) and José Antonio Pérez-Escobar (ETH Zurich)

In this talk we argue that the distinction between applied and pure mathematics is highly
problematic. In order to illustrate a potential demarcation, we first draw from a classical
interpretation of the late Wittgenstein’s philosophy of mathematics, which consists in a
combination of the notion of meaning-as-use, and a narrow notion of use. We explore the
consequences of basing the pure/applied dichotomy on this perspective.

However, we note that some mathematical content can be viewed both through a pure or
applied lens. These different lenses are linked to different communities and practices, and
in turn this has consequences for standards, like standards of rigor.

We note how actual pure and applied mathematical practices are not overlapping but
rather parallel. We do this first by 1) stressing non-deductive components in pure
mathematics, mainly axiomatization and theory-building in general, which we explore via
a Neo-Aristotelian/Realistic Mathematical Education perspective and render as parallel
to modelling, and 2) by stressing the purer parts of applied mathematics, which are
constituted by the theory of models with practical purposes.

Finally, we will see that blurring the line like this leads in turn to a reconsideration of the
late Wittgenstein’s message about pure mathematics, applications and meaning. This
reconsideration is very consonant with a recent, non-classical interpretation of the late
Wittgenstein’s philosophy of mathematics, which does not preclude the possibility of
pure mathematics being meaningful. After considering work in the psychology of
mathematics and mathematics education, we argue that pure mathematics can be
meaningful in a Wittgensteinian sense.
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Axioms and Postulates as Speech Acts
João Vitor Schmidt (University of Campinas, Brazil)

Mathematical reasoning is known to be rigidly structured in premises and conclusions
that, to avoid infinite regress, lay down a set of axioms and postulates as starting points.
In this talk, we propose to analyze the function that axioms and postulates play in
structuring mathematics, using the fruitful perspective of the philosophy of language.
Building on the preliminary work of [1], we aim to extend the application of Speech Act
Theory to Mathematics, explaining the type of illocutionary forces in play with axioms
and postulates in the mathematical language.

We start historically, by pointing out the different developments of axiomatic theories
from such perspective. One can find substantial differences in the axiomatic methods by
reading the different illocutionary forces in play, from Euclid's directive postulates to
Frege's assertive axioms, and Hilbert's later fusion between axioms and definitions. We
argue that this reading can also highlight the nineteenth-century triumph of
mathematical ontology, as mathematics became objectual, rather than procedural.

After the historical excursion, we aim at a more recent proposal: Kit Fine's Postulationism
[2]. Fine argues that one can lay down axioms by taking postulates as imperatival, as
means for introducing new entities. We evaluate Fine's proposal from the Speech Act
Theory perspective, arguing that his postulates are not imperatives, but declaratives in
disguise. In other terms, we claim that Fine is Hilbert's descendant, rather than Euclid's.

We conclude by proposing our own reading, that in laying down axioms and postulates
one can find both assertive and declarative illocutionary forces. This not only shows a
hybrid type of Speech Acts related to them but also explains their current linguistic use
as consistent with the historical, mainly Hilbertian, picture of modern mathematics.
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German Idealism Against Using
Axiomatic in Ethics, Politics, Sociology by
Hobbes, Spinoza, Comte
Mohammadreza Shahidipak (Islamic Azad University Central Tehran Branch,
Departement of Arts and Humanite )

At the beginning of modernism, all the efforts of scientific circles in the field of
humanities were to establish the science of sociology, history, psychology, ethics, politics,
based on axiomatic and the obvious principles of physics in the style of Galileo. With this
method, Galileo was able to establish the science of modern astronomy Galileo di
Vincenzo Bonaulti de Galilei(1642) was an Italian astronomer, physicist and engineer ",
the "father of modern physics", the "father of the scientific method", and the "father of
modern science". Two successful works based on Galileo's paradigm were used in the
presentation of complex scientific theorems at the beginning of modernism in England
and the Netherlands and French by Espinoza, Hobbes , Auguste Comte . After Plato's
attempt to apply the obvious principles of geometry and mathematics to establish the
science of ethics and politics, two contemporary European philosophers sought to do so.
But these few philosophical systems in the humanities, which were based on the obvious
principles of geometry and mathematics, could not meet the free will of man, which is the
basis of the humanities and it failed against German idealism.This is because the German
systematic philosophy's use of physics in the construction of the humanities is rooted in
the historical and unresolved conflict between Aristotle and Plato in presenting two
different philosophical systems in cosmology. The present study examines the theoretical
foundations of the difference between the two Greek sages in nature, how the origin and
application of axiomatic.
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Mary Somerville’s ‘On the Theory of
Differences’: A Case Study of Researching
an Unpublished Book
Brigitte Stenhouse (The Open University)

In the 1830s Mary Somerville (1780-1872) was known throughout the UK and continental
Europe as an expert in mathematical analysis, and its applications to astronomy.
Throughout her lifetime she published numerous revised editions of her four scientific
treatises, for which she was recognised with medals and honorary memberships by
learned societies throughout Europe and the USA. However, although she was recognised
in her lifetime as a highly able mathematician, it was only her first book in 1831 that can
be described as a mathematical work, with all her subsequent publications offering
instead expansive surveys of recent scientific discovery. Furthermore, as a woman, she was
excluded from the usual rites of passage of a 19th-century mathematician, such as
attendance at a university, membership of a learned society, or holding a teaching post.

Therefore, in order to investigate Somerville qua mathematician, we must turn to more
unconventional sources than publications. In this talk I will focus on one of two
unpublished manuscripts written by Somerville in the mid-1830s; On the Theory of
Differences consists of 250 pages treating differential calculus and its applications to
points, curved lines and solids, with frequent hand-drawn diagrams. It plays a vital role
in the story of her mathematics, and provides a fascinating snapshot of the state of
mathematics in Great Britain at the time. In my talk I will outline and contextualise the
content of the paper, and address some of the obstacles specific to studying a work that
was actively left unpublished.
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Category Theory and Philosophy: On the
Way to a New Axiomatic Method
Alexander Svirid (BSU, Faculty of Philosophy And Social Sciences)

Modern debates in mathematics, anticipated by the advent of category theory, changed
the face of not only mathematics, but also made possible an application of this theory to
physics, computer science, biology. Is it possible to use category theory to construct a new
axiomatics different from the enterprise of Euclid, Cantor and Hilbert? Сategory theory,
thanks to its consideration of mathematical objects, regardless of their internal structure,
shows great results in mathematics and can be used to construct a new axiomatic theory.

However, we ask another question: what is the significance of this field of modern
mathematics for philosophy, and can category theory and the debate around it, inspect
the birth of a new philosophical program?

At the beginning of the 20th century, the debate on the foundations of mathematics and
the search for a new axiomatics inspired people we know today like philosophers -
Wittgenstein, Russell, Carnap and others. We risk to assume that the construction of a
new axiomatic method using category theory can yield significant results in the field of
philosophical epistemology / ontology.

Mathematics and philosophy still can impact each other, and we have a good example of
such influence. In a search of a new method we will turn for help to an American
mathematician William Lawvere, who is famous also because of using concepts of
Hegelian philosophy in his works. In an article «Categories of Space and of Quantity»
Lawvere identifies Hegelian “non-being” and “being” as an initial and terminal object by
building a system of subcategories of category, creating idempotent functors. His analysis
shows, that Hegelian “Aufhebung” is like a “jump”; from quantitively lower level exists a
level which quantitively higher, which allows to say, that some codicrete spaces form a
category-in-itself, in which every point can become any other point in a unique way.

Therefore, we will try to carry out a double task: to outline with what achievements the
category theory can be used to construct a new axiomatic method, and what significance
this will have for philosophy.



TheMethod of Aristotle’s Biology
Clemens Wetcholowsky (University of Pittsburgh)

In Physics II, On Nature, and elsewhere, Aristotle and Empedocles spell out accounts of
nature and living things that involve two vastly different methodologies. For whereas
Aristotle, in discussing these issues, draws upon the axiom-based framework of scientific
inquiry that he spells out in the Posterior Analytics, Empedocles embraces a much more
mythical conception of natural elements and draws upon the remnants of Ancient Greek
mythology and religion.

Despite these different methodologies, however, it also seems notable that Empedocles's
myth based conception of nature and living things ends up involving a number of claims
that cohere much more closely to contemporary conceptions of e.g. biology than
Aristotle's more scientific approach to the study of nature. For whereas Empedocles, in
the On Nature, spells out a doctrine of natural evolution according to which animal
species come-to-be and develop over time, thereby adjusting themselves to their living
conditions, Aristotle, in multiple treatises, seems to commit himself to a conception of
inherently unchanging biological species.

In this talk, I will explore this phenomenon in detail and assess the informativity of
Aristotle's biological method. The thesis that I will argue for is that Aristotle's approach
to the study of nature, despite its apparent inconsistency with contemporary conceptions
of e.g. biology, is methodologically superior to Empedocles's in that it involves a more
robust approach to data collection, organization, and explanation, and that it appears to
be first and foremost due to the limited amount of data that were available to Ancient
Greek researchers that he did not develop a more nuanced account of biological species.

The talk as a whole will connect to the overarching topic of the Novembertagung in that it
will frequently draw on the axiomatic conception of scientific inquiry that Aristotle
spells out in the Posterior Analytics.
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Überschrift
Unterüberschrift

Curabitur libero ligula, faucibus at, mollis ornare, mattis et, libero.

Aliquam pulvinar congue pede. Fusce condimentum turpis vel dolor. Ut blandit. Sed
elementum justo quis sem. Sed eu orci eu ante iaculis accumsan. Sed suscipit dolor quis
mi. Curabitur ultrices nonummy lacus. Morbi ipsum ipsum, adipiscing eget, tincidunt
vitae, pharetra at, tellus. Nulla gravida, arcu eget dictum eleifend, velit ligula suscipit
nibh, sagittis imperdiet metus nunc non pede. Aenean congue pede in nisi tristique
interdum. Sed commodo, ipsum ac dignissim ullamcorper, odio nulla venenatis nisi, in
porta dolor neque venenatis lacus. Pellentesque fermentum. Mauris sit amet ligula ut
tellus gravida mattis. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae;

Vestibulum semper enim non eros. Sed vitae arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. Praesent odio
nisl, suscipit at, rhoncus sit amet, porttitor sit amet, leo. Aenean hendrerit est. Etiam ac
augue. Morbi tincidunt neque ut lacus. Duis vulputate cursus orci. Mauris justo lorem,
scelerisque sit amet, placerat sed, condimentum in, leo. Donec urna est, semper quis,
auctor eget, ultrices in, purus. Etiam rutrum. Aliquam blandit dui a libero. Praesent
tortor tortor, bibendum vehicula, accumsan sed, adipiscing a, pede. Nullam et tortor.
Suspendisse tempor leo quis nunc fringilla volutpat. Donec rutrum ullamcorper lorem.
Nunc tincidunt sagittis augue. Quisque lacinia. Phasellus sollicitudin.

Mauris purus. Donec est nunc, ornare non, aliquet non, tempus vel, dolor. Integer sapien
nibh, egestas ut, cursus sit amet, faucibus a, sapien. Vestibulum purus purus, elementum
ac, luctus ullamcorper, ornare vitae, massa. Nullam posuere sem ut mauris. Nullam velit.
Quisque sodales. Donec suscipit suscipit erat. Nam blandit. Praesent congue lorem non
dolor. Maecenas vitae erat. Ut ac purus vel purus dapibus gravida.

Nullam lorem sapien, tempus ac, fringilla at, elementum sed, purus. Duis molestie pede.
Vivamus quis odio sit amet libero sodales tincidunt. Nam sit amet metus vitae lectus
ullamcorper dignissim. Suspendisse leo. Praesent turpis justo, aliquet ac, accumsan vel,
posuere quis, pede. Morbi pretium lacus. Cras non metus. Donec laoreet sem at elit. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Vivamus iaculis dolor id felis. Phasellus cursus nulla non odio. Nulla a lectus sed nisi
luctus pretium. Sed egestas rutrum odio. Nunc ornare arcu. Quisque at augue ac magna
sollicitudin sodales. Donec nulla justo, adipiscing sit amet, feugiat ac, facilisis euismod,
risus.

Pellentesque tincidunt, dolor eu dignissim mollis, justo sapien iaculis pede, vel tincidunt
lacus nisl sit amet metus. Fusce ac est vitae purus varius tristique. Phasellus mattis ornare
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